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Group V acceptors in CdTe: Ab initio calculation of lattice relaxation
and the electric-field gradient
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Using the linearized augmented plane wave method, the self-consistent electronic structure of the group V
acceptors N, P, As, and Sb in CdTe is calculated in order to derive the electric field gradient~EFG! at the
neighboring Cd site. The agreement between theory and experiment is very good and, due to the high sensi-
tivity of the EFG on the local structure, it is evidence of the accuracy of the calculated lattice relaxation. The
dependence of the EFG on the charge state of the group V acceptors is discussed in terms of the calculated
electronic density of states.
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In semiconductors, the understanding of extrinsic and
trinsic defects is of central importance. It represents a c
stant driving force behind the large number of experimen
investigations, collecting information about the presence
well as the opto-electrical properties of defects. The use
ness of the collected information, however, is closely rela
to the quality of the identification of the respective defect1

Here, the electric field gradient~EFG! has turned out to be a
valuable tool. The EFG is measured via its interaction w
the nuclear electric quadrupole moment of a suitable pr
atom by different experimental techniques, such as pertur
gg-angular correlation ~PAC!, Mössbauer spectroscopy
nuclear quadrupole resonance, or electron nuclear do
resonance.2 Each defect modifies the local electrostatic p
tential at the position of the probe atom in its own way a
creates its own characteristic EFG. In the past, a large n
ber of distinct EFG, caused by different types of extrin
and intrinsic defects, were determined in elemental, bina
and ternary semiconductors.2,3 Because of the lack of reliabl
theories to calculate the EFG caused by a distinct defec
most cases, the EFG have only been useful as ‘‘fingerprin
which do not tell about the microscopic structure of the d
fect.

A simple approach to EFG calculation is the point cha
model, which is quite reasonable for highly ionic crysta
but it breaks down as covalent bonding~e.g., in semiconduc-
tors! becomes more important.4 Therefore, it is desirable to
calculate the EFG in anab initio approach. The EFG is ver
sensitive to the anisotropic charge distribution close to
nucleus, and for its accurate calculation the entire electro
configuration of the semiconductor, perturbed by the de
complex, has to be determined. This can be done in
framework of the density functional theory~DFT!. A well-
proven method to solve the DFT equations in solids is
linearized augmented plane wave~LAPW! method, imple-
mented, for example, in the program packageWIEN97,5 which
was used in the present work. As an important character
of the LAPW method, the plane wave basis set is augmen
by a basis in a spherical harmonics expansion within
called ‘‘muffin-tin’’ spheres. This method is described in d
tail in Ref. 6, and it has been employed for calculations
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EFG in undisturbed lattices with a symmetry lower than c
bic, e.g., for hcp metals7 or various Fe compounds.8 In the
present case, however, EFG are addressed that are caus
lattice defects, such as dopant atoms, in a lattice with cu
symmetry. In this case a supercell approach is used, in w
the small unit cell is replaced by a larger one and one a
of the host lattice is replaced by the dopant. Since the co
putational time scales with the third power of the number
atoms per cell, the size of the supercells that can be tre
within an acceptable time is very limited. The large numb
of atoms that have to be considered, along with the requ
high accuracy of the charge distribution close to the nucle
are the reasons for the very little work performed in calc
lating defect induced EFG up to now. Thus, there are rec
calculations using the full potential Korringa-Kohn
Rostocker method which give results for pairs consisting o
Cd atom and different group V elements in Si and Ge.9

In this paper, LAPW supercell calculations for the gro
V acceptors N, P, As, and Sb in the II–VI semiconduc
CdTe are reported, and the calculated EFG are compare
PAC measurements with the radioactive probe111In→111Cd
at the nearest neighbor~NN! site; first, preliminary results
were published in Ref. 3. It should be noted that the p
formation of the111In/111Cd probe with the acceptor~cf. Fig.
1! takes place with the111In donor driven by the Coulomb

FIG. 1. Relaxation of the first and second atomic shells ab
the group V impurity AsTe in CdTe.~Note, that this figure does no
show the complete 32 atomic supercell used in the present calc
tion!.
R2259 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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attraction between the ionized donor and acceptor. After
b decay of111In to 111Cd, the EFG is measured at the daug
ter isotope111Cd, and it is the element111Cd that governs
the observed EFG, rather than111In.10 For each group V
acceptor, the PAC measurements yield a characteristic E
tensorVi j . It is specified by the quadrupole coupling co
stant nQ5eQVzz/h, the asymmetry parameterh5(Vxx
2Vyy)/Vzz ~with uVzzu>uVyyu>uVxxu), and the orientation of
the EFG tensor. The measured coupling constants at 29
arenQ5280, 212, 186, and 153 MHz for N, P, As, and S
respectively.11 Using Q50.83b for the nuclear quadrupole
moment of the isomericI 5 5

2 state of 111Cd,12 the corre-
sponding largest componentsVzz of the EFG tensor are liste
in Table I. In all cases, the EFG tensor is axially symmet
i.e.,h50, and the orientation of its symmetry axis is along
^111& lattice direction. Based on systematic doping expe
ments and the symmetry properties of the EFG, in Ref.
the assignment to NN111Cd-ATe pairs was made~the symbol
A is used for the group V acceptors throughout this wor!.
Because of a presumably high degree of compensation, t
EFG probably correspond to the ionized state of the grou
acceptors.

For the LAPW calculations, the zinc-blende lattice
CdTe (a056.48 Å for the primitive unit cell13! is con-
structed by use of a 23232 supercell in BCC structure
resulting in a basis of 32 atoms (Cd16Te15ATe). For a first
application to the EFG calculation, the choice of the Cd
matrix takes advantage of the fact that the111In/111Cd probe
is a host atom at the time of the EFG measurement: only
atom in the supercell has to be replaced (ATe), and theTd
point-group symmetry can be used with respect to the ac
tor ~cf. Fig. 1!. Due to the high symmetry, considerable co
putational time is saved and there are less degrees of free
for structural relaxation. The assumption ofTd symmetry is
justified by the experimental findings, namely, the asymm
try parameterh50 of the EFG and its orientation along th
^111& lattice direction. With regard to the actual calculation
the following issues are mentioned: The muffin-tin radius
the host atoms times the largest reciprocal lattice vecto
plane wave expansion yieldsRKmax57.2—this parameter is
often used as a measure for the size and quality of the b
set in LAPW calculations.6 The k mesh in the full Brillouin
zone~BZ! consists of 125 points, which are reduced to 10k
points in the irreducible wedge of the BZ. The generaliz
gradient approximation as described by Perdew

TABLE I. Comparison of experimental and calculated EFG (Vzz

in 1021 V/m2) that are caused by different group V acceptors~A!.
Experimentally, the sign ofVzz is not accessible. The EFG refer t
the NN Cd site~see Fig. 1!. The experimental values are measur
at 295 K~Ref. 11!. The theoretical values are calculated for the tw
charge statesA2 andA0.

Theory

CdTe:A Experiment A2 A0

CdTe:N 613.95~5! 213.7 213.4
CdTe:P 610.56~9! 211.2 210.0
CdTe:As 69.27~5! 29.5 27.7
CdTe:Sb 67.62~5! 28.1 25.3
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co-workers14 is used to treat exchange and correlation
fects. The technique of calculating the EFG within t
LAPW code is described in Ref. 15, for instance.

Relaxation of the atoms from their original lattice pos
tions alters the EFG significantly: With respect to the pro
atom 111Cd, being the nearest neighbor to the acceptor at
the EFG is proportional to the anisotropy of the charge d
sity. Furthermore, the actual distance of each of the nea
neighbors of the probe atom influences the charge distr
tion within the covalent Cd-Te and Cd-ATe bonds. Hence,
taking into account the structural relaxation of the neighb
ing atoms is crucial for the quality of an EFG calculation.
change by 1% in the length of the Cd-ATe bond relative to
the bond length of the undisturbed lattice yields a change
the calculation EFG by about 1021 V/m2 ~approximately
DnQ520 MHz!. In the present work, the positions of a
atoms up to the next nearest neighbor~NNN! shell with re-
spect to the group V impurity are adjusted until the calc
lated forces are below 0.02 eV/Å. In this way, the relaxatio
of all NN atoms with respect to the111Cd probe are taken
into account~cf. Fig. 1!. For all group V elements, the
amount of relaxation decreases rapidly from the NN to
NNN shell ~Table II!. Allowing for a relaxation of the third
shell, which is still entirely contained within the superce
leads to only minor changes of the results.

In the calculated band structure for the neutral accep
A0, the Fermi level does not lie within the band gap, but
bisects the valence band. The density of states~DOS! inte-
grated from the Fermi level to the valence band edge acc
modates one electron. Accordingly, these empty states
identified with the acceptor hole. The negatively charged
ceptor stateA2 is then calculated by filling these states.
order to retain charge neutrality, the additional electron
compensated by a positive background charge, which
achieved by omitting thek50 contribution in the Fourier
expansion of the potential. The EFG of both charge sta
calculated at the NN Cd atom are compared to the exp
mental data in Table I. The absolute values ofVzz obtained
for the ionized group V acceptors (Cd16Te15ATe

2 ) are in very
good agreement with the experimental data. This supp
the negative charge state of the group V acceptors to
observed in the experiment. Since the calculated values
respond to zero temperature, and the experimental va
increase by about 3% at 4 K, the agreement with the exp
ment is still better than indicated by Table I@e.g., the EFG of
the 111Cd-P pair is 10.56(9)1021 V/m2 at 295 K and
10.91(9)1021 V/m2 at 4 K#. From the calculations it is found

TABLE II. Relaxation of NN and NNN atoms of different grou
V elements~A! from the regular lattice sites~in percent of the bond
length 2.81 Å of CdTe!, along with the resulting Cd-A distance. The
values refer to the negative acceptorA2. The Cd-A distance for the
neutral acceptorA0 is slightly larger~by a maximum of 0.03 Å for
Sb and approximately zero for N!.

CdTe:A NN-Cd @%# NNN-Te @%# Cd-A distance@Å#

CdTe:N 21.7 4.3 2.20
CdTe:P 11.0 2.0 2.50
CdTe:As 8.3 1.3 2.57
CdTe:Sb 3.3 0.4 2.71
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that the EFG are mainly caused by the anisotropy of
charge density very close to the nucleus of the probe at
integration of the charge confined within a sphere with rad
of 1

10 of the NN distance determines the value of the E
almost completely; a similar observation is reported
Ref. 9.

Table I shows that the influence of the actual charge s
of the acceptor on the value of the calculated EFG is m
pronounced in the case of Sb and almost negligible in
case of N. In order to understand the quite different dep
dence of the EFG at the Cd site on the charge state of
group V acceptors, an analysis of the properties of the e
tron band structure is made for the investigated group
elements. Inside the muffin-tin sphere, the calculated t
DOS can be decomposed into contributions from the diff
ent angular momenta. It has to be noted that this s
projected local density of states~LDOS! depends to some
extent on the choice of the respective sphere radius. It is
known that the valence band maximum in common II–
semiconductors is mainly derived from thep states of the
group VI atoms~see, e.g., Ref. 16!; i.e., the bands in the
vicinity of the valence band maximum~VBM ! have strong
Te-p character. In this energy region, however, there is
additional LDOS contribution at the acceptor site that
small forN but strongly increasing with the atomic numberZ
of the acceptor. The acceptor hole, which is energetic
localized at the VBM, is consequently more centered at
acceptor site for higherZ. This behavior is consistent with
the experimental observation that the ionization energie
the group V acceptors increase with increasingZ.13 Due to
the covalent interaction of the acceptors with the neighbor
Cd atoms there is also an additional LDOS at the NN Cd s
This affects only the Cd-pz orbital, denoting the direction o
the Cd-A bond asz. In Fig. 2, the Cd-pz LDOS is compared
with the Cd-px/y LDOS, and the anisotropy is visualized b

the difference@ 1
2 (px1py)2pz#. In the negative accepto

state, the originally empty states up to the valence band e
become occupied, and the additionally occupied anisotro
part of the LDOS~shaded area in Fig. 2! leads to an addi-
tional contribution to the EFG. Since this part is increas

FIG. 2. LDOS at the NN Cd site in the vicinity of the valenc
band edge (A0). The anisotropy of thep-LDOS is shown by the

difference@
1
2 (px1py)2pz#. The anisotropic part of the LDOS tha

gives an additional contribution to the EFG in the negative cha
state (A2) of the group V impurity is shaded.
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from N to Sb, the different sensitivity of the EFG at the C
site on the two charge states is understandable.

Stimulated by the calculated EFG in Table I, the possi
formation of a neutral acceptor stateA0 was studied by PAC
measurements at a sample that was doped with As and
sequently with Li acceptors. After As doping, the PAC da
in Fig. 3 ~top panel! shows the known frequency triple
which belongs to the EFG caused by the111Cd-As2 pair
(nQ15186 MHz, at 295 K!. Following additional Li doping,
however, three different EFG are detected~Fig. 3, bottom
panel!: The first EFG still indicates the presence
111Cd-As2 pairs (nQ15188 MHz, at 77 K!. The second one
is known to be related to the Li doping process (nQ2560
MHz, cf. Ref. 3!. The third EFG, corresponding tonQ3
5161 MHz or Vzz58.0(1)1021 V/m2, is new and agrees
well with the calculated EFGVzz57.731021 V/m2 for the
neutral state of the As acceptor~cf. Table I!. Since the Li
acceptor@EA558 meV ~Ref. 13!# is shallower than the As
acceptor@EA592 meV ~Ref. 13!#, it is ionized by compen-
sating donors with a higher probability than the As accep
Furthermore, thep-type conductivity should be enhanced b
the Li doping in general. For these reasons, it seems to
likely that the As acceptors exist in the neutral charge s
As0 besides the ionized state As2, and the EFG correspond
ing to nQ3 is proposed to be assigned to the neutral A0

acceptor. Thus, despite the use of a rather small cell size
could in principle artificially influence the EFG in the neutr
stateA0, the agreement of the calculated EFG with the PA
data is excellent for both charge states of the As accepto

Since the EFG strongly depends on the local struct
about the probe atom, the PAC data yield valuable inform
tion on the reliability of the calculated lattice relaxatio
Thus, from the sensitivity of the EFG to the111Cd-A dis-
tance and the accuracy of the experimental EFG, the a
racy of the calculated lattice relaxation in Table II can
estimated to 0.01 Å. Experimentally, the distance betwe
NN atoms is directly accessible by EXAFS spectrosco
e.g., there exist experimental data for Cl in ZnSe and ZnT17

This method is not sensitive to impurity concentrations w
below 1019 cm23, whereas a concentration in the range 116

to 1017 cm23 is still sufficient for PAC experiments.
Summarizing, the presented LAPW calculations of the

fect induced EFG reveal a convincing agreement betw

e

FIG. 3. Fourier spectraF(v) of two PAC experiments per-
formed at the probe111In/ 111Cd in CdTe:~top! after doping with As
and ~bottom! after additional doping with Li~see text!.
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theory and experiment and, at the same time, yield quan
tive information on the lattice relaxation about the differe
group V elements in CdTe. It is obvious that this type
calculation is applicable also to more complex defect s
narios, in which more than one host atom is replaced b
defect~e.g., if the probe atom itself is not a host atom!. Thus,
the present results show that the unique identification of
,
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numerous defects that were already well characterized
their specific EFG in the past should be possible with help
ab initio calculations.
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